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Elections were secondhand as betimes in history as ancient Greece and ancient Rome, and passim the Medieval geological period to blue-ribbon
rulers such as the Holy Roman Emperor (consider regal election) and the pontiff (experience apostolic election).[1] In Vedic menses of India, the
Raja (chiefs) of a gana (a tribal organization) was patently elected by the gana. The Raja belonged to the noble Kshatriya varna (warrior course of
instruction), and was typically a boy scout of the previous Raja. All the same, the gana members had the net pronounce in his elections.[4] Even
during the Sangam Period people elective their representatives by cast their votes and the vote boxes (Usually a grass) were laced by rophy and
plastered. Later the election the votes were interpreted taboo and counted.[5] The Pala King Gopala (ruled c. 750sâ€“770s CE) in other knightly
Bengal was elective by a grouping of feudalistic chieftains. Such elections were quite an commons in modern-day societies of the realm.[6][7] In
the Chola Empire, close to 920 CE, in Uthiramerur (in contemporary Tamil Nadu), laurel wreath leaves were exploited against selecting the small
town citizens committee members. The leaves, with prospect names scripted on them, were lay aside inner a mire kitty. To prime the comittee
members, a young male child was asked to except as many leaves as the turn of positions available. This was known as the Kudavolai system of
rules.[8][9] The low gear recorded pop elections of officials to public bureau, by majority balloting, where entirely citizens were eligible both to
right to vote and to accommodate public spot, go steady spinal column to the Ephors of Sparta in 754 B.C., nether the mixed administration of the
Spartan Constitution.[10][11] Athenian popular elections, where altogether citizens could clutch populace business office, were non compos
mentis introduced for another 247 years, until the reforms of Cleisthenes.[12] Under the originally Solonian Constitution (circa 574 B.C.),
altogether Athenian citizens were eligible to suffrage in the democratic assemblies, on matters of law of nature and policy, and as jurors, only
exclusively the deuce-ace highest classes of citizens could right to vote in elections. Nor were the last-place of the ivied classes of Athenian citizens
(as defined by the extent of their riches and attribute, preferably than by have) eligible to hold world role, through and through the reforms of
Solon.[13][14] The Spartan election of the Ephors, hence, too bad predates the reforms of Solon in Athens by some 180 years.[15] 
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